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	Text Field 3: Design is very much about the creation of objects and experiences with the intent to address a user-related issue or problem. In order to ensure that what is created is useful and appropriate, designers have begun to work with non-designers throughout their process to see how these users approach and interact with what is being designed; this is addressed as "participatory design". This practice is useful when the intended audience or user and the way they will interact with the object  is clear.  However, in many instances the design process has the potential to continue even after the designed thing is released. Users may interact with objects in unexpected ways, and/or  the demographic of users may be different than expected. As a result, a new approach is being utilized. This design practice is described as "meta design". It refers to the ability of a designed thing to be adapted or personalized even after release. In this way, the design process still involves a collaboration between designer and user but occurs later, once the product is already in the hands of the user.The article suggests that the principles behind such practices may be useful when addressing issues that are controversial,  target no clear social community, and focus on experiences or events (for example, complex issues like gun control).
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	Text Field 12: "A thing modifying the space of interaction for its users, ready for unexpected use...[opens] up for new ways of thinking and behaving." pg. 93"Every object of design eventually has to become part of already existing ecologies of devices (in people's already ongoing life-worlds)." pg. 93"Human action and participation is 'stretched over, not divided among' the physical, social, and cultural contexts in which it emerges." pg. 94


